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Preliminary Data Regarding the Newly Discovered 6'h Century Necropolis at Nădlac, Arad County
(Abstract)
The article presenrs a newly discovered site idenrified du ring a rescue excavarion performed in 2014 as part of
rhe project for the consrruction of rhe motorway Nădlac - Arad, Arad County. With rhis occasion, rwo graves
belonging to rhe Migrarion Period dated during rhe middle of rhe 6 1h century AD were discovered. Due to rhe
topographical position of rhese rwo graves ir is believed rhat they are part of a bigger necropolis belonging to rhe
so-called Reihengrăberfeld rype of cemeteries, rypical for rhe 6'h cenrury AD in rhis geographical and eul rural area.
Srrong connections with rhe Merovingian milieu are observed while srudying rhe composition of their funerary
inventories, resrifying for rhe complexiry and hererogeneiry of rhe 6 1 h cenrury AD group of discoveries linked wirh
rhe easrern Germanic tribes known, from rhe ancienr lirerary accounrs, to have inhabited this region. This newly
idenrified necropolis can be associared with rhe group of similar discoveries documenred in the western part of
Romania, rhe Tisza region and in rhe northern part of nowadays Serbia generally connected with rhe presence of
rhe Gepids.

1. Description ofthe site
The tombs presemed with this occasion were
discovered during a rescue excavation performed in
2014 by a team from the Institute of Archaeology
and History of Art Cluj-Napoca of the Romanian
Academy (IAIA Cluj-Napoca) as part of a bigger
project that ensured the necessary research and
documentation for the construction of the motorway Nădlac - Arad, Arad County 1•
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The rescue excavations undertaken here had
as their main objective the research and documentation of possible archaeological features
given the fact that severa! stray finds were known
as coming from this region 2 • The site is situated
eastwards from the modern town, approximately
2.6 km north of the Mureş River (Fig. 1-2). The
site was first identified in October 2012 during a
field evaluation survey, occasion with which the
site was alsa roughly delimited. Eight trenches
having variable dimensions were excavated aut
of which faur archaeological features were successfully identified and researched. The site was
****
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1
Thc archaeological excavation was performed bctwcen
the 11 •h and the 26'h of April 20 I 4 for the construction of
the access road connecting Nădlac to rhe motorwaykm
0+000-5+91 I and the research team was led by Dr. Adrian
Ursu{iu together with Dr. Sorin Cociş, Szabolcs Ferencz,
Urak Malvinka, Gelu Copos (IAIA Cluj-Napoca), Victor
Sava, Florin Mărginean and Luminiţa Szilagyi (Arad County
Museum).
2
Barbu et alii 1999, 87.
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Fig. 1. Location of the
site at Nădlac, Arad
County.
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entirely excavated 3 in April 2014 when a total
of 52 archaeological features were documented,
ranging from Neolithic to the Medieval Period.
Out of the 52 features, five belong to the socalled Szakalhât group from the middle Neolithic
- one dwelling and four pits, while another
dwelling with its associated pits were unearthed
3

We refer here at the entire area affected by the construction
of the junction road connecring Nă dl ac ro the motorway
comprising a total surface of 2400 m 2•

I OOkm

in 2012 . Other 39 archaeological contexts are
related to a medieval setdement (16•h_ 17ch century during the Ortoman occupation of this
region) known both from the literary evidence
and from previous field surveys performed by the
Arad County Museum. Two sunken buildings,
four wells, two household kilns and 32 waste
pits were documented, while another 7 pits having no archaeological inventory were attributed
also to the medieval setdement based on their

Fig. 2. Position ofthe
BM site at Nădlac, Arad
County and the possible
location of the 6th century
AD necropolis (red) (scale
1:20.000).
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topographical relation with the other darable
features.
The funerary contexts identified as part of the
8M site refer to a 61h century AD necropolis out of
which only rwo inhumation graves were discovered
(Pl. 1). Due to their position in the north eastern
side of the excavated area, it is most likely that
the necropolis is expanding towards the east. The
actual topography together with the stratigraphic
data recorded point toward the fact that the site
was actually situated on a slight terrace of an older
tributary stream of the Mureş, now silted up.
These assumptions are supported by the highly
detailed Second Military Survey of the Habsburg
Empire (1806-1869) map depicting a plateau-like

with the Reihengrăbeifelder horizon4, may point
toward the same hypothesis rhat the area was
flooded several times rhrough time making ir possible for the necropolis to be undisturbed 5.

2. Anthropological and biologica! analysis
The anthropological analysis focused on the
identification of standard biologica! amibutes
along with specific and non-specific indicators
for disease. As both individuals are adults, age
at death was determined using the morphology of the sternal rib ends6 , pubic symphysis 7 ,
auricular surface8 , along with the synostosis of
the cranial sutures and dental wear9 , depending
on which elem ents were available. Sex was deter-

Fig. 3. Position of the 6th century A D necropolis (red) overlapped on the Second Military Survey of the Habsburg Emp ire
(1806- 1869); original base map data retrieved from www.mapire.eu.

geographical feature in the area of the site (Fig. 3).
Such a reality confirms that the extent of the
necropolis is to be found eastwards from the actual
junction road, bur only on a slightly NW-SE axis,
meaning that rhe two graves actually represent the
north-western edge of the graveyard, but accounting also for the interna! structure of rhe medieval
settlement.
The rwo graves were found approximately at
the same depth, namely -0.90 m. The stratigraphy of rhe site is relatively uniform, no consistent
archaeological layers being identified under rhe
topsoil. This situation can be correlated to the former topography of the area and possibly with severa! flooding caused by the two already mentioned
streams. If such an assumption is correct, ir would
mean that rhe state of preservation of the entire
necropolis could be in excellent condition. The
fact that no secondary disturbances were observed,
alrhough such a phenomenon is largely associated

mined using cranial (nuchal crest, petrous pyramid, supraorbital margin, glabella, mental eminence) and pelvic (subpubic concaviry, subpubic
angle, ischiopubic ramus, ventral arch, the great
sciatic notch) morphology 10 • Stature was calcu4

The western European archaeological milieu approached
this topic quite systematic during recent years, see Roth
1978; Aspock 2003; Klevnăs 2007; Aspock 2008; Kiimmel
2009; Aspock 2011; Klevnăs 2013; Klevnăs 20 15; Kl ev n ăs
20 l 5a, while for the Roman ian archaeo logical literature we
can clearly observe th at the few mentions that we may count
refer to punctual case studies, see Stanciu et a/ii 2007; Bârzu,
Harhoiu 2008 , 523; Ferencz et alii 2009; Bârzu 201 O; Dobos,
Opreanu 20 12.
5 This assumption remains only as a wo rking hypothesis
umil further excavations will prove otherwise.
6
I şcan - Lorh - Wrighr 1984.
7
Buiksrra, Ubelaker 1994; Steckel et alii 20 I 1; Meindl
etalii 1985.
8
Buiksrra, Ubelaker 1994; Steckel et a/ii 20 11.
9
Whire et a/ii 20 12.
10
Buikstra, Ubelaker 1994- 1994.
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lated using the formulae derived by Trotter and
Gleser 11 due to the fact that in one case only the
humeral length could be assessed and thus the
formulae published by Breitinger (1937) 12 could
nat be used.
Pathological changes were analysed following the guidelines from Ortner 13, Sreckel et
alii 14, Buikstra and Ubelaker 15, Aufderheide and
Rodriguez-Martin 16, and Waldron 17 • Each skeleton was screened with regard to a series of diseases:
osteoarthritis, subperiosteal inflammation, cribra
orbita/ia and porotic hyperostosis, and Schmorl's
nodes. With regard to osteoarthritis, we observed
the following skeletal elements: temporomandibular joint, glenoid cavity, proxima! and distal
humerus, proxima! and distal radius, proxima! and
distal ulna, the bones of the hands, acetabular cavity, proxima! and distal femur, proxima! and distal
tibia, proxima! and distal fibula, the bones of the
feet, and the vertebrae (the cervical, thoracic, and
lumbar segments). For the identificarion of periosteal reactions, we observed the following long
bones: clavicle, humerus, radius, ulna, femur, tibia
and fibula.
Dental inventory together with the identification of dental pathologies were undertaken according to the protocols proposed by Buikstra and
Ubelaker 18 and Sreckel et alii 19 • Trauma and fractures were analysed using rhe merhods described
by Lovell 20 and Buikstra and Ubelaker 21 •

Cx33
The skeleton presents a moderate degree of
preservarion. Based on the morphology of the cranial and pelvic elements the skeleton was assigned
to a male individual. Age at death was estimated
based on the morphology of the pubic symphysis and auricular surface, the resuit being an age
ar death between 39 and 44 years. Starure was
calculared based on the femoral length (483 mm)
and by using the formulae from Trotter and Gleser
(1958). The resuit is 176.364 cm wirh a standard
deviation of 3. 72 cm.
No teeth were preserved. Our of the 27 joint
elements available for analysis, 5 were affected by
11
12
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Troncr, Glcscr 1958, 84-85.
Vcrcelloni et a/ii 2009, 138.
Onncr 2003.
Stcckcl et a/ii 2011.
Buikstra, Ubelaker 1994.
Aufdcrhcidc, Rodriguez-Martin 1998.
Waldron 2009.
Buikstra, Ubclakcr 1994.
Steckcl et a/ii 2011.
Loveli 1997.
Buikstra, Ubclakcr 1994.

moderate osteoarthritis: both joints of the right
clavicle, the thoracic segment of the vertebral column, and both joints of the left clavicle. Periosteal
inflammation was nat seen on the 12 long bones
preserved.
On the C7 and T4-L2 vertebrae we could see
inflammation of the vertebral plateau. Schmorl's
nodes were present on T7-Tl0 and Tl2-L3
vertebrae.
Although the orbital roofs were nor preserved
and thus could nat be assessed with regard to rhe
presence of pathological porosity (cribra orbita/ia), the cranial surface displayed moderate pororic
hyperostosis on the occipital and parietal bones.
Furthermore, the zygomatic bone alsa shows unusual porosity.
On both femoral necks, anteriorly, we could
see a cervical imprint, alsa known as the fossa of
Allen 22 • The sacrum is composed of 6 vertebrae,
although there are no signs of lumbar sacralisation
and rhe vertebral column is composed of all the
24 elements. One proxima! hand phalange shows a
broadened proxima! articular facet. The base of the
proxima! hallucial phalanx is alsa broadened with
remodelling and one healed caviry.
Cx49
The skeleton displays a similar degree of preservation as rhe one from Cx33. For sex derermination we used the diagnostic elements from both
the skull and pelvic bones. As so, the skeleton
belongs to a male individual. Age at death was
approximated based on the morphology of the
auricular surface and the degree of synostosis for
cranial sutures, the resuit being an age ar death
between 40 and 48.8 years. Neither the femur nor
the tibia could be measured in order for starure to
be calculated. Consequently, this was derermined
based on humeral length (344 mm) by using the
formulae from Trotter and Gleser (1958). The
resuit is 176.402 mm with a standard deviation of
4.05 cm.
A number of 27 teeth were available for observarion. Of these, 5 teeth presented carious lesions:
rhe lefr mandibular third molar (occlusal caries),
the lefr mandibular first molar (interproximal caries), the left mandibular second premolar (interproximal caries), the lefr maxillary first premolar
(interproximal caries) and the right maxillary third
molar (cervical caries). A further number of 4 teeth
were !ost antemortem and all six maxillary molars
were affected by abscesses. Dental calculus and
periodontitis were in severe forms. Additionally,
22

Capasso et a/ii 1999, 113.

Individual no.

Sex

Ageat
death

CX33
CX49

M
M

39-44
40-48.8

Dental
abscesses'

Dental
calculwb

DEHb

Plb

COb

PHb

o

o

o

o

1

o

2

5

6

3

2

1

1

1

AMTL"'

oca

o
4

· AMTL - amemorcem tooth loss; DC - dema! caries; DEH - dental cnamel hypoplasia; PI - subperiosteal inAammarion;
CO - cribra orbita/ia; PH - pororic hyperostosis.
'rhe numbers in columns reprcsent rhe number of affectcd tecth.
h the numbers in columns rcpresent scores given in rhe observation, where O mcans rhe feature could nor bc examined; 1 - the
feature presems no parhological changes; 2 - rhe feature prescnts slight pathological changcs; 3 - the feature presents severe
pathological changcs.

Table I. Summary of dental and pathological features.

linear enamel hypoplasia was noted on both the
maxillary and mandibular canines and incisors.
Out of the 25 preserved joint elements, 8 were
affected by osteoarthritis to a moderate degree: the
left temporo-mandibular joint, the right radius
proximally and distally, the bones of the right hand,
the cervical and thoracic segments of the vertebral
column, the lefr acromia-clavicular joint, and the
bones of the lefr hand. Additionally, both articular surfaces of the right clavicle and the sternoclavicular joint of the lefr clavicle displayed more
extensive changes. Periosteal inflammation was not
noted on any of the available long bones (n= 1O).
With regard to musculoskeletal stress markers, the
insertion site of the costoclavicular ligament on
both clavicles presented advanced modifications.
Individual no.

Sex

Age at death

represent an osseous reaction to disc herniation 23 .
ln the case of the individual from Cx49, on the
1O'h and 11 eh thoracic vertebrae the lesions seen on
the vertebral plateau are suggestive for a stronger
physical stress, possibly leading to a mild, wedge
fracture of the vertebral body. Moreover, the presence of the fossa of Allen on both femora of the
individual from Cx33 is indicative for prolonged
extension due to walking or running, bur alsa for
squatting or hyperflexion 24 • Consequently, in the
case of both individuals, the presence of Allen's
fossa, wedge vertebral fractures, Schmorl's nodes,
inflammation of the vertebral plateau, moderate
and severe osteoarthritis and the musculoskeleral
stress markers are all indicative for a physical activiry which was more demanding for the upper part
Pelvic
girdle

Shoulder
girdle

Vertebral
column

Upper
limbs

Lower
limbs

1
2
M
2*
I
1
CX33
39-44
1
40-48.8
2
2
I
CX49
M
3
* O - rhe joim elemems were nor preservcd; I - rhe joinr clemems showed no pathological alrerarions; 2 - rhe joinr clemcnts
showed slight to moderate pathological alrcrations; 3 - thc joinr clcmcnts showcd severe parhological alterations.

Table 2. Distriburion of ostcoarchriric changes.

ln addirion to degenerative changes on vertebral bodies, 18 vertebrae (C5-C7, T2-Tl2, L2-L5)
displayed inflammation and destruction of the vertebral plateau. Schmorl's nodes were present on the
T7-L3 and L5 vertebrae.
From the anthropological point of view, the
skeletal changes observed on the two skelerons
are indicative mainly for the physical acrivity performed by rhese individuals in rhe course of their
lifetime. Degenerative joint disease affected only
rhe elements of the upper limbs and vertebral
column, which is suggestive for specific physical
activities performed with the hands which would
leave a skeletal response on the clavicles and vertebral column. The presence of Schmorl's nodes
is consistent with this type of activities, as they

of the body. However, in the case of the individual
from Cx33 the long bones of the arms do not show
any modification at rhe insertion sites for muscles
and ligaments, as opposed to the individual from
Cx49 who presents moderate and severe degenerative changes. This would point to a possible difference in the physical activities performed by the
two individuals in rhe course of their lifetime.

3. Archaeological Analysis
Due to the limited number of tombs identified
it is quite obvious that we will not be able to make
an elaborate analysis of the cemetery to which the
Ll
lti

Capasso et alii 1999, 38.
Capasso et alii 1999, 113.
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graves belong. However, some of the artefacts discovered illustrate quite clearly the approximate
dating of the funerary contexts. The tombs do nor
show special internai arrangements, lacking any
trace of a wooden coffin. They are simple graves of
approximately oval shape oriented on a W-E axis
and disposed very clase to one another. The bodies of the deceased were placed directly inside the
grave-pir and laid on their back facing eastwards.
No post disturbances were noticed and rhe funerary inventory present inside rhe tombs is quite
scarce representing only objects of personal use or
adornments.
Cx 33 (male, Adultus, 39-44 years old) (PI. 2). Description: a) ldentification depth:
-0.90 m; b) Identified ar ca. 2.5 meters sourh-east
of grave Cx 49 approximately on the same line,
towards the north-eastern limit of the excavation area (PI. 1). The romb was dug into yeUow
sandy clay and was fi.Ued with the same soii that
resulted after the grave-pir was excavated. The fiUing of the grave contained also fragments of burnt
clay and sheUs belonging to the layers associated
to the Neolithic settlement also documented by
the rescue excavations performed in this area.
Orientation: WNW-ESE. Ground plan shape of
the romb: slightly prolonged oval in shape. Section
shape of the romb: slightly concave. Dimensions:
2.02 x 0.70 x 0.37 m. Position of the skeleton:
dorsal decubitus. The skeleton is intact and in
its initial anatomica! position; rhe arms are positioned along rhe body. The head is slightly reverted
towards the sourh and the chin is situated in the
vicinity of the shoulder. State of preservation of the
skeleton: the skeleton was weU preserved due to
the local geologica! conditions, nor suffering from
post-depositional disturbances. Oisturbances:
no post-depositional disturbances were identified. Observations: no traces of a wooden coffin
have been noted. Funerary inventory: the funerary inventory that Cx 33 contained is rather scarce
being formed by only few items as foUows: 1)
bronze tweezers (PI. 211) discovered in the area
of the pelvis being found under the skeleton. The
upper part is relatively narrow bur in the inferior
part the tweezers widens quite considerably forming the active part of the implement. No decorative motives were identified on the surface of
the artefact. Oimensions: L.: 61.22 mm, Wu.e.:
3.81 mm, W.i.e.: 14.46 mm, T.: 6.19 mm. Good
state of preservation. 2) 14 bronze rivets (PI. 2/2)
of approximately the same size discovered around
the rweezers ca. under the lefr hip of the skeleton
probably part of a smaU bag/purse which contained
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rhe deceased items of personal use (tweezers and
antler comb). Oimensions: L.: 7.852 mm, Wu.e.:
3.94 mm, Wi.e.: 1.16 mm, T.: 1.16 mm. Good
state of preservation. 3) bronze belt buckle (PI. 3/1)
of oval shape having a faceted pin with a shield termination. The buckle was found also in the pelvic
region bur was nor in connection with the other
elements that were presumably deposited inside the
smaU bag/purse. No decorative motifs were identified on rhe surface of the artefact. Dimensions:
L.: 34.76 mm, W: 20.36 mm, T.e.: 7.70 mm, T.i.:
3.91 mm, T.pin: 7.24 mm. Good state of preservation. 4) bronze belt applique (PI. 312) found
in connection with the above mentioned belt
buckle. The shape of this item resembles a double
shield plate being decorated with a central longitudinal spine. Dimensions: L.: 20.65 mm, W:
8.19 mm, T.: 3.90 mm. Good state of preservation. 5) bronze belt applique (PI. 3/3) found in
connection with the above mentioned belt buckle.
The shape of this item resembles a double shield
plate being decorated with a central longitudinal
spine. Oimensions: L.: 20.39 mm, W: 7.75 mm,
T.: 3.85 mm. Good state of preservation. Together
with the other applique and the belt buckle they
form the belt set of the deceased. 6) double-sided
comb (PI. 3/4) composed of three antler plates
fixed together with faur iron rivets. The comb is
decorated on one side with incisions which form
a wave-like motif. We can presume due to the
position of the comb that ir was also initially positioned inside the smaU bag/purse of the deceased.
Dimensions: L.: 109.41 mm, W: 48.96 mm, T.:
9.70 mm. Good state of preservation. Together
with the already mentioned artefacts a probably
oval shape iron buckle and severa! iron fragments
were observed bur they could nor be further studied due to their poor state of conservation.
Cx 49(male, Adultus, 40-49 years old) (PI. 5). Description: a) Identification depth:
-0.90 m; b) Identified at ca. 2.5 meters northwest of grave Cx 33 approximately on the same
line, towards the north-eastern !imit of the excavation area (PI. 1). The romb was dug into yellow sandy clay and was fi.Ued with the same soii
that resulted after the grave-pir was excavated.
The fi.Uing of the grave contained also fragments
of burnt day belonging to the layers associated
to the Neolithic settlement also documented by
the rescue excavations performed in this area.
Orientation: WNW-ESE. Ground plan shape of
the romb: slightly prolonged oval in shape. Section
shape of the romb: slightly concave. Dimensions:
1.1 O x 0.70 x 0.30 m. Position of the skeleton:

dorsal decubitus. The skeleton is discurbed by
another archaeological feature (Cx 35), the only
intact part of che grave being ies western side. The
deceased was initially placed in anatomical position; che arms being positioned along the body.
State of preservation of che skeleton: the skeleton
was well preserved due to the local geologica!
conditions. Disturbances: che romb was partially
destroyed by a later feature - Cx 35, probably a
medieval or modern pic. Observations: no traces of
a wooden coffin have been noted. Funerary inventory: che funerary invencory is composed of: 1)
small oval bronze belt buckle (PI. 511) discovered in
the righc part of che pelvic area. The buckle has an
iron pin which might indicate a later repair undertook by the item. No decorative mocifs were identified on the surface of the artefact. Dimensions:
L.: 27.79 mm, W: 16.58 mm, T.e.: 5.43 mm, T.i.:
4.31 mm, T.pin: 5.68 mm. Good state of preservation. 2) double-sided comb (PI. 611) composed
of three ancler places fixed together with faur iron
rivets. The comb is decorated on one side with
incisions which form a wave-like motif. The comb
was found on che lefe side of the deceased approximacely in the same place as the one found in
Cx 33, cherefore we mighc presume chat alsa this
item was initially positioned inside a small bag/
purse chat che deceased was carrying. Dimensions:
L.: 115.74 mm, W: 46.15 mm, T.: 10.57 mm.
Good state of preservation. On one of the sides of
che ancler comb one mighc find traces of bronze
oxide which mighc indicate chat the artefact came
in contact with other items chat were noe preserved, being indicative for che already mentioned
possibilicy chat the deceased mighc have carried a
small bag/purse.

4. Discussion
The limited number of artefacts does noe allow
for a chorough cypological analysis of che artefacts.
The idemified objects are items chat quite frequencly appear in graves belonging to male persons and can be included in che category of objects
relaced to the personal use. The only observation
related to che initial position of the artefacts concerns Cx 33 where we can presume the existence of
a small bag/purse in which all the personal items
were stored, something like a personal small kit.
The idemified ancler combs show high similarities wich regard to size and decoration, a face chat
could indicate chat chey both came from che same
workshop. The decorations were made only on one
side of che comb, on che central part, and chey consist of a series of vertical curs placed near the edges

of the central piece and a series of two parallel rows
of punched decorated double lines delimiting one
central decorative register in which a wavy line can
be identified. This cype of decoration was probably
obtained using an instrument having a very sharp
chisel-like peg in the middle chat produced in the
end a linear drawing resembling punching and has
strong parallels in the punched manufaccuring of
che metal objects 25 . Such kind of decoration can be
attributed to Mâria T. Bfr6's type I./3. of doublesided combs wich punched decoration which is
excremely common with double-sided "Gepidic"
combs26 . The same cype of combs can be included
in che Group C established by Ligia Bârzu for the
setclement ac Bratei 127 • Such double-sided combs
represenc typical funerary inventory all across
Gepidic milieu and the Merovingian world found
in both female and male graves and they starced to
appear in che 5rh cencury AD and remained in use
umil che 7'h cencury A0 28 while being represencative of the local fashion 29 • Having a large dating,
such discoveries are useless for the attempt of narrowing down the chronology of certain contexts,
buc can be seen as rather good indicators for the
period in general.
A certain similarity in the technique or of che
decorative motifs could indicate noe just che scylistic taste buc alsa the existence of severa! comb
manufacturing workshops. If che comb idemified in Cx 49 has a very common decorative pattern of wavy lines which can be well-documented
across the Carpathian Basin30 , che comb in Cx 33
has a much more elaborated decoration chat can
be encouncered for instance in Grave 188 from
Szences-Berekhât31 • A quick look ac che spatia! distribution of che double-sided combs wich punched
decoration in the Carpathian Basin (Fig. 4) will
show chat we can speak about cwo differenc dus25

Biro 2002, 43; Bona, Nagy 2002, 98. For chis cype of
decoracion on mccallic objeccs coming from che same culcural
milieu, see more recencly Dobos 2015.
26
Biro 2002, 43-44; Figs. 76-81. Accempcs co classify chc
decoracions of che double-sided combs were previously macle
by O. Csallany whcre one can find good parallels for che cwo
combs from Nădlad, sce Csallany 1961, Taf. CCLXVl/4 and
CCLXVII/9 as wcll as by Sofija Pcckovic especially for chc
cerricory of Upper Mocsia, sec Pctkovic 1995.
27
Bârzu 1994-1995, 258-259.
28
Hica-Cîmpeanu 1978, 291-292; Csch 1990; Harhoiu
1998, 60; Harhoiu, Balcag 2006, 354; Bârzu 2010, 72.
29
Bona, Nagy 2002, 95-98 .
.m For examplc che cemecery ac Hodmczovasarhely-Gor1.sa,
see Csallany 1961, Taf. CCXXX/ 11 buc from the sices ac
Szolnok-Szanda, Hodmczovasarhely-Kishomok, see Bona,
Nagy 2002 or Szoreg-Teglagyar, sec Cseh et a/ii 2005.
.ii
Csallany 1961, Taf. LXXXVl/2.
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Fig. 4. D istribution ofthe double-sided combs with punched decoration in the Carpathian Basin (see List 1).

32

the so-called type of ''pinces a epiler en bronze a
large mors" 40 or to the Type 12.3 defined for the
cemeteries at Viminacium 41• Good parallels can be
found in several sites such as for example the cemetery at Bulles (Oise), where the male grave no. 65
dated during the phases MA2 or in the interna!
chronology of the site during stages B/C/D which
correspond to the interval 520/530-560/570 AD
contained alsa a bronze shield-shaped buckle 42 ,
grave no. 14 at Sannerville (Normandie) dated
during the first half of the 6th century AD 43 or grave
no. 21 at Brunn am Gebirge (Niederosterreich) 44
to give only some examples. A similar combination of shield-shaped buckle having shield-shaped
appliques with a tweezers similar in shape with
the one at Nădlac, can be mentioned alsa for
grave no. 886 at Cutry (Meurthe-et-Moselle) 45 ,
graves no. 314, 1042, 1247 at Breny (Aisne) 46 , the

33

40

ters, one having its centre of gravity in Transylvania
and the other one in the region where the Mureş
meets the Tisza River. As mentioned previously,
the best parallels for the combs at Nădlac can be
found in the second cluster of finds , but good analogies for this kind of decoration can be mentioned
alsa for the first cluster such as the finds from
Căpuşu Mare 32 , Ţaga 33 , Floreşti-Plous Center34
(Cluj County), Galaţii Bistriţei 35 (Bistriţa-Năsăud
County), Moreşti 36 (Mureş County) or Bratei 37
(Sibiu County).
The tweezers found in Cx 33 represents a category of objects that are usually associated with
male funerary inventory3 8 . From a typological
point of view, this kind of tweezers is mast commonly found in the Merovingian cultural milieu
of the 6'h century AD 39 , where they are part of
Oobos 2009, 220; 226, Fig. 411 O.
Prorase 2003, 71, Fig. 24/2; 73, Fig. 27/3.
34
Ferencz et alii 2009, 472, PI. XVI/l; 474. PI. VXIII/4;
Lăzărescu 2011.
35
Harhoiu 2008, 189; 223, Abb. 20/Typ 06.
36
Horedt 1979, 155; Fig. 5.
37
Bârzu 1994-1995, 291, Fig. 17/9; 11.
38
Koch 2001, 85; Barbiera 2008, 408, Fig. 3; Bona,
Horvath 2009, 185; Hilger 2010, 60; Legoux 2011, 112;
276, PI. 33 .
39
Kazanski 2002, 46-47; Legoux 2011 , 112.
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Legoux 2011, 112.
Ivanisevic et alii 2006, 162- 163; PI. 11/103-4; 196198; PI. 30/I51 -5; Fig. 17/5-6.
42
Legoux 2011, Fig. 128/65; PI. 23.
43
Pilet 2002, 252, Fig. 4/1 4- 7.
44
Aspock, Sradler 2003, 188; Taf. 17 /2.
45
Legoux 2005, 404-406, PI. 106- 108.
46
Kazanski 2002 , PI. 3/314-7; PI. 1311042-10 and
PI. 17I1247I1 O, where in the same grave a number of
weapons were also found.
41

---- - ----
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Fig. 5. Distribution ofthe tweezers with trapezoidal end in the Carpathian Basin (see List 2).

princely grave no. I at Planig47 or grave no. 120 at
Pleidelsheim with a dating in SD Phase 4 roughly
between ca. 510-5 30 AD 48 • Approximately the
same dating is offered for this type of tweezers in
the in the Lower Rhine Area, namely during the
Rheinland Phase 3 (480/490-530 AD) 49 •
For the Carpathian Basin region we can
accoum only for few cases of this type of finds,
namely grave no. 60 in the necropolis at SzentesKăkenyzug50, grave no. 82 at H6dmezovâsârhelyKishomok51, Menf6csanak52 or a similar item at
Bezenye in grave no. 19 53 such tweezers represeming to a certain extent imports coming from the
Merovingian world judging by their spatia! and
quantitative distribution across Europe (Fig. 5).
Regarding the dating of these artefaccs, each
chronological system used should be understood
and regarded as highly regional thus providing
us wich different chronological groupings which
are to be treaced with great caucion if one tries to
47
48
49

5o
51

52
53

Hilgner2010, 85 , Taf.10/11.
Koch 2001, 83-85; Taf 45.
Nieveler, Siegmund 1999, 10, Fig. 1.6/Ger-2.2, 3-7.
Csallany 1961 , Taf. XV/6.
B6na, Nagy 2002, 297, Taf. 23/82-4.
Vaday2015 , 169; 171 , Fig. 3/5; 224-225.
Werner 1962, PI. 65/19-1.

date a single find or archaeological context coming
from oucside che framework that che original system was created for. Recently, important attempcs
to pinpoint more accurately the dating of certain
funerary contexts have been macle especially for
the Austrian territory by means of 14 C dating 54 .
Luckily for us, one of the contexcs analysed with
chis occasion was grave no. 21 from Brunn am
Gebirge containing an identica! tweezers with the
one we are presenting and daced during che Stage
SP3 (553-570 AD) 55 ; therefore we can presume to
some extent that the item found at Nădlac should
have a similar dacing.
The buckles found in both tombs represent
quite typical objects that are associated with
graves daced during the 6'h century AD and are
of no use for the attempt to date more accurately
the site. The only exception would be che bronze
shield-shaped buckle found in Cx 33 . together
with the appliques that it was found in connection with (Pl. 3/1-2). The shield-shaped buckles
either having shield-shapes appliques or nat are
alsa artefacts that are commonly found in the

54
55

Stadler et a/ii 2003.
Stadler et alii 2003, Tab. 3; Abb. 10-15.
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Fig. 6 Distribution ofthe shield-shaped buckles in the Carpathian Basin (see List 3).

Merovingian world 56 and as well as in the case of
the tweezers they must be interpreted as imports
in this area. Such items are generally encountered
in male graves and are usually associated with severa! types of weapons 57 • The dating of this type
of bucl<les is largely accepted to be in the 6<h century AD with different regional differences while
their origins are thought to be represented by
the Late Roman belts with animal decorations 58 .
Several typologies were elaborated in the hope to
narrow down the dating of each variam of these
shield-shaped buckles; the artefact that we are
dealing with would fit the types LPV-118 for the
site at Louviers (Eure) dated in France generally
in the 6<h century AD and more narrowly during phases MA2-MA3 (520/530-600/610 AD) 59 ,
while in the Swiss area they are dated in the second third or during the third quarter of the 6<h
century AD 60 • ln western Germany the dating
for this type of "Schilddornschnallen", namely
Schnallen A6, would be during the Stuffe III (ca.
56

Urlacher etalii 1998, 140; Kazanski 2002, 27-28.
Kazanski 2002, 27.
Martin 1989, 132-135.
59
Cam'., Jimenez 2008, 137; Legoux 2005, 142; 279,
PI. 39; Legoux2011, 118; 179-188.
60
Martin 1986, 106, Fig. 23/7 and 17-20.
5?
58
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525-600 AD) judging by the typology elaborated
by K. Bohner61 • ln south and south-east Germany
such items were alsa dated approximately in the
same period62 or with an even more narrow and
slighdy earlier chronology during SD Phase 4
(ca. 510-530AD) and SD Phase 6 (ca. 530-555
AD) 63 while in the Lower Rhine area they would
be dated along with the shield-shaped appliques
in the Rheinland Phase 4 (520/530-550/560
AD) 64 • Even though the general type appears during the late 5mcentury AD, similar buckles to the
one at Nădlac have a general accepted dating during the second third of the 6'h century AD 65 •
The combination of shield-shaped buckle with
shield-shaped appliques 66 can be documented for
numerous sites especially in Western Europe such
as Louviers (Eure) in grave no. 19867 , Grande
61

Bohner 1958, 181-183.
Roth, Theune 1988, PI. 7.3 1.
63
Koch 2001, 83-85.
64
Nieveler, Siegmund 1999, 11, Fig. l.7/Giir-2.6/7c4
and Fig. l.7/Giir- 2.10b4.
65
Martin 1989, 132-138; Martin 2000, 166; Martin 2008,
154-155; 160, Abb. 9.
66
For a reconstruction of the way în which such belts
looked like, see Siegmund 1995, 698, Abb. 570/4.
67
Cam'., Jimenez 2008, Pl. 53/5198-323, 324.
62

---- - ----
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Fig. 7. Distribution ofthe "double shield-shaped" appliques in the Carpathian Basin (see List 4).

Oye a Doubs (Doubs) in grave no. 238 68 , Bulles
(Oise) 69 , Sannerville70, Giberville71, Saint-Martinde-Fontenay72, Saint-Dizier (Haute-Marne)73 in
severa! graves for example, but also in few cases
for the Carpathian Basin, namely in grave no. 353
at Kiszombor74 , grave no. 9 at Szoreg-Teglagyar75 ,
grave no. 42 at H6dmezovasarhely-Kishomok76 , at
Sz6lad77 or in grave no. 23 at Viminacium 78 •
Severa! shield-shaped buckles were also found in
the Carpathian Basin in sites associated either with the
Lombards, like for example graves no. 33 at KajdacsHomoklfoya79, grave no. 16 at Racalmas-Uj telep 80
Urlacher et a/ii 1998, 289; 364, PI. 15/5238-1.
Legoux 2011 , 119-120.
70
Pilet 2002, 252, Fig. 4/14-10; 254, Fig. 6/25-3; 255,
Fig. 7/90-7 for example.
71
Pilet 2002, 258, Fig. 8/113-4.
72
Pilet 2002, 263 , Fig. 14/107-11.
73
Truc etalii 2009, 320, Fig. 7/14; 321, Fig. 8/19.
14
Csalliny 1961, Taf. CL/10.
75
Csalliny 1961 , Taf. CLXIII; CSEH et a/ii 2005 , this kind
of buckles being classified as Schnallenrypen 1, 154-156;
157, Abb. 18; 278 , Taf. 48/9-2, 3.
76
Bona, Nagy 2002, 288, Taf. 14/42-2, 4.
77
von Freeden - Vida 2007, 375-376, Abb. 9.
78
Ivanisevic et a/ii 2006, 231 , Pl. 45/23.
79
Bona, Horvârh 2009, 260, Taf. 25/33.
80
Bona, Horvâth 2009, 269, Taf. 34/16-6.
68
69

and grave no. 10 at Szentendre-Pannoniatelep81 or
with the Gepids82 .
Much more interesting are the two appliques
which should be discussed in close connection with the buckle as they were all part of the
same belt-set and usually appear in pairs but
in some cases there can be more than two such
appliques 83 . They also have a large distribution
across Europe and can be found ranging from
Spain and the north of Africa to the Carpathian
Basin 84 . Most commonly their shape is similar to
the pin of the buckles, but severa! variants might
occur like in our case where a more elaborate
decoration appears. We might argue that a link
between the first variants (shield-shaped) and the
more elaborate ones might be represented by the
cases in grave no. 500 at Bulles (Oise) 85 where
the shield-shaped appliques presene a spine typical for the variants similar to those at Nădlac that
have a more complex body. Other such artefacts
belonging to the same variam of more elaborated
shield-shaped appliques come from sites like
81

82
83
84

85

Bona, Horvâth 2009, 273, Taf. 38/10-6.
For a thorough !ist of such discoveries, see Kiss 2015.
Legoux 2005, 143; 280, PI. 40; Legoux 2011 , 121.
Hiibener 1962; Stadler 1979, 44.
Legoux 2011 , 120, Fig. 133/500.
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Lunel-Viel-St. Vincent in grave no. 186 , Romans
d'Isonzo in grave no. 77 87 or Helmitzheim in
grave no. 16, the grave containing alsa two solidi,
one issued by Justinian 88 •
Important typological classifications were
developed especially for the so-called Visigothic
discoveries in Spain where numerous analogies for
such appliques considered to be of "Germanic tradition" and dated during Nivel III (ca. 525-560
AD) in the local chronological system appear 89 •
Similar items were identified in numerous cemeteries among which some of the more important are Duraton, Alcala de Henares, Palazuelos,
Alarilla, or Bracana90 • An interesting case regarding
rhe dating of such appliques concerns romb no. 1
discovered at Cubillejo de la Sierra (Guadalajara)
where they were found in connection with a rectangular buckle91 dated usually during Nivel
IV (ca. 560/582-600/640 AD) but might have
started to be produced slightly earlier92 • However,
a recent complex micro-regional approach focused
upon the cemeteries in the province of Guadalajara
amended the previous chronological systems by
enlarging it, and opted for a rather later dating
of these types of artefacts, thus the shield-shaped
buckles and appliques were included in Fase II (ca.
530-580 AD) and the rectangular buckles in Fase
III (ca. 580-640 AD) 93 •
For the Carpathian Basin (Fig. 7), the best
analogy for the variam of appliques that we are
dealing with comes from a stray find probably
from Hungary (?), currently being kept in the collections of the Hungarian National Museum 94 ,
but alsa from Modling in grave no. 2 dated in
the second third of the 6'h century AD 95 , WienMariahilfer Gi.irtel in a grave dated around the
middle of the third quarter of the 6'h century
86

Pinar Gil, Ripoll 2007, 68, Abb. 3/A.
Marcin 2000, 175, Abb. 12/1.
88
Marcin 2000, 192 no. 8; 189, Abb. 14/13; Marcin 2008,
170, Abb. 9.23.
89
Ripoll Lopez 1986, 155; 309; Ripoll Lopez 1998, 50-52;
51, Fig. 2/20; Ebel-Zepezauer 2000, 77-78. For a slighdy
longer dating of Nivel III (ca. 525-568/580 AD) see Barroso,
De Pablos 2006, 724-729.
90
Ripoll Lopez 1986, 423; 463; 483; 503/4-5; 586/24.
For a comprehensive !ist of all the cemeteries containing such
arcefacts see more recendy Ebel-Zepezauer 2000, 309, Liste
I3k.
91
Cerdefi.o etalii 2015, 219-221.
92
Ripoll Lopez 1998, 56-60; 57, Fig. 3.
93
Pardo, Ramos 201 O, 138-140; I 42, Fig. 16; Baztân
2010, 218.
94
Csallâny 1961, Taf. CCI/7.
95
Stadler 1979, 35, Abb. 5-206; 46. ln this parcicular case
we are dealing with a grave belonging to a woman.
87
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AD 96 , Kranj in grave no. 130 97 or Rifnik in grave
no. 24 98 •
The general chronological tendency that one
might discern after studying all the above mentioned archaeological contexts regards the dating
during the third quarter of the 6'h century AD for
such combination of artefacts, a fact supported
alsa by the correlated approach between the 14 C
analysis and the archaeological contexts performed
for the Lower Austrian territory, analysis which
alsa showed that grave no. 2 at Modling is to be
dated before 568 AD, during Stage SP3 (553-570
AD) 99 ; an extremely important fact having in mind
the historical implications of such a dating.

5. Conclusions
The two graves presented here offer a limited,
yet consistent array of data with regard to the population inhabiting the Transylvanian region during
the 6'h century AD. We relate here to a series of theoretical issues that might be addressed through the
analysis of the funerary inventory from the above
discussed graves, keeping in mind that any conclusions should be regarded as working hypotheses
umil further work should be carried over in this
newly discovered necropolis.
The fact that the graves were nat affected by
secondary disturbances allowed us to undertake a
thorough analysis of the funerary inventory, particularly with regard to its chronological dating and
to the way in which the identified items are associated. This is especially important taking into consideration that the great majority of the 6'h century
necropolises connected with the Germanic milieu
are heavily disturbed, consequently underlying the
great potential of this site for further archaeological and cultural implications.
As such, the discovered objects represent a
combination of artefacts typical for male graves
dated in the second third of the 6'h century AD,
being associated with the eastern Germanic tribes
inhabiting the area while showing strong connections with the western Merovingian cultural
area 100 • lt has been noted that the Merovingian
imports, being understood as an expansion of
the Merovingian world eastwards 101 , occur in the
Carpathian Basin unevenly, although their main
route of diffusion seems to be represented by the
96
97
98

99
100
101

Tobias et alii 201 O, 289-29 I; 289, Abb. 8/1-2.
Martin 2000, 166 note 96; 167, Abb. 6/7.
Marcin 2000, 173, Abb. 1119.
Stadler etalii 2003, 268;Tab. l; Tab. 3; Abb. 15-15.
Bona 1992, 89; Curca 2001, 198-200.
Quast 2008.

DanubeI0 2 • Although we are dealing with a limited number of funerary contexts, parallels for this
assemblage can be found in the "Hegyko horizon",
typical for northern Hungary, southern Austria,
and the Burgenland region 103 •
This discovery allows for future investigations
regarding topics such as population movement,
cultural and social identity, ways of self-representation, or group membership and integration, all
of which can contribute to the modern way of
approaching the sensitive subject of Early Medieval
ethnicity. Therefore, one should understand the
Early Medieval kingdoms not necessarily as ethnical and cultural entities, but rather as a politica!
entity driven by certain unitary poli tical goals 104 •
The dating of the funerary assemblages from
Nădlac therefore reflects the turbulent environment which can be connected to the politica! and
military events that took place before the setding
of the Avar rule in this region and which were
described by the ancient narrators as taking place
around the years 567/568 ADI0 5. ln this context,
taking into consideration the account of Paulus
Oiaconus regarding the migration of the Lombards
to ltaly 106 and alsa the defeat of the Gepids by the
Avars 107 , one should address the problem of the
surviving Germanic elements as part of the Early
Avar kingdom 108 , but alsa the problem of this entire
region seen as a "no man's land" or buffer zone
between different Barbarian populations and the
Byzantine Empire.
Having all these in mind, it is quite clear that
future work carried over at this necropolis is obviously necessary and should be undertaken with
great caution, given the fact that, at least at a
1112

Koncz 2014, 91-92.
Bona, Horv:ich 2009, 199; Tobias et a/ii 2010, 285;
Koncz 2014, 89-90.
101
Barbicra 2008, 403; Kazanski, PCrin 2009, 161; Alt et
a/ii 2014; Koncz 2015, 335, Pinar Gil 2015, 261-262.
105
Curta 2001, 191-195; Tobias et a/ii 2010, 301-303.
106
Paulus Diaconus, Historia Langobardorum II, 7: «Tune
Alboin sedcs propias, hoc est Pannoniam, amicis suis Hunnis
conuibuit, eo scilicct ordine, ut, si quo tcmpore Langobardis
ncccssc essct reveni, sua rursus arva rcpeterent. lgitur
Langobardi, relicta Pannonia, cum uxoribus et natis omniquc
supellectili lcaliam properam posscssuri. Habitaverunt antem
im Pannonia annis quadraginta duobus. De qua egrcssi sunt
mcnse aprili, per indictionem primam, alia die post sancrum
Pascha, cuius festivitas eo anno iuxta calculi rationem ipsis
Kalcndis aprilis fuit, cum iam a Domini incarnacionc anni
quingenti sexaginta octo esscnt evoluci.».
107
IstRom, voi. 2, 837-841; Stanciu 2002; Stanciu 2011,
68.
10
~ Sradler et a/ii 2003; Bârzu, Harhoiu 2008, 528-530;
Vida 2008; Dobos 2009a; Dobos 2012; Dobos 2013; Koncz
2015.
105

theoretical levei, the graves seem to be in a good
state of preservation and therefore its research
can offer valuable information regarding the general trends typical for the 6'h century AD in this
micro-region.

List 1. Oistriburion of the double-sided combs with
punched decoration in the Carpathian Basin
I. Adorjan (see Biro 2002, 43)
2. Bratei (see Bârzu I994-1995, 258-259; 29I,
Fig.17/9; II)
3. Căpuşu Mare (see Dobos 2009, 220; 226,
Fig. 4110.)
4. Floreşti-Polus Center (see Ferencz et a/ii 2009,
472, PI. XVI/I; 474. PI. VXIII/4)
5. Gala~ii Bistri~ei (see Harhoiu 2008, I 89; 223,
Abb. 20/Typ 06)
6. Gyula-Kalvaria Flur (see Csallfoy 1961, Taf.
CXCI/18)
7. Hodmezovasarhely-Gorzsa (see Csallfoy I96I,
Taf. CCXXX/1 I)
8. Hodmezovasarhely-Kishomok (see Bona, Nagy
2002, 98)
9. Iclod (see Hica-Cîmpeanu I 978, 289; Cseh
1990, 55)
10. Kisterenye (see Csallfoy 196I, Taf. CCXXVI/3)
11. Kiszombor (see Csallfoy 1961, Taf. CXVIIl/3;
CXXIV/2I; CXXV/I; CXXVI/10)
I2. Magyarcsanad-Bokeny (see Cseh et a/ii 2005,
255; Taf. 25/36-1)
I 3. Magyarres (see Biro 2002, 43)
I4. Moreşti (see Horedt I979, 155; Fig. 5)
15. Nădlac
16. Retkozberecs (see Biro 2002, 43)
17. Ebendorf (see Csallfoy I 96I, Taf. CCLXVIIl/3)
18. Szentes-Berekhat (see Csallfoy 196 I, Taf.
LI/5; LII/I; LIII/I7; LXI/I; LXXIV/9; LXXXII/I;
LXXXIII/I I; LXXXVI/2)
29. Szenres-Kokenyzug (see Csallfoy I961, Taf.
VI/2)
20. Szentes-Nagyhegy (see Csallfoy 196I, Taf.
XXXVI/14)
2 I. Szolnok-Szanda (see Bona, Nagy 2002, Taf.
32/I2-I, 22-I; 35/47-1, 50-1,60-I; 36/62-2,
64-I; 37/71-I,75-2; 38/78-1,79-1; 39/82-2;
42/100-1, 102-I, I03-I, 107-1; 43/I I2-l;
44/1I9-1)
22. Szolnok-Zagyva-part (see Cseh et alii 2005, Taf.
39/I8-5; 40/2I-2; 48/9-1; 60/75-3)
23. Szoreg-Teglagyar (see Cseh et alii 2005,
145-I49)
24. Ţaga (see Protase 2003, 71, Fig. 24/2; 73,
Fig. 27/3)
List 2. Disrriburion of the rweezers with trapezoidal
end in the Carpathian Basin.
1. Bezenye (see Werner I 962, PI. 65/I 9-l)
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2. Brunn am Gebirge (see
188; Taf. 17 /2)

Aspăck, Stadler

3. Hodmezovasarhely-Kishomok (see Bona, Nagy

2002, 297, Taf. 23/82-4)
4. Menfocsanak (see Vaday 2015, 171, Fig. 3/5)
5. Nădlac

6. Szentes-Kăkenyzug (see Csallfoy 1961, Taf.
XV/6)
7. Viminacium (see lvaniseviC et alii 2006,
PI. 111103-4; PI. 30/151-5)
List 3. Distribution of the shield-shaped buckles in the
Carpathian Basin
1. Csaszlo (see Kiss 2015)
2. Derecske (see Kiss 2015)
3. Hajdunfoas (see Kiss 2015)
4. Hegyko (see Bona - Horvath 2009, 240-250)
5. Hodmezovasarhely (see Kiss 2015)
6. Kajdacs-Homoklfoya (see Bona, Horvath 2009,
260, Taf. 25/33)
7. Ketegyhaza (see Kiss 2015)
8. Kiszombor (see Kiss 2015)
9. Mădling (see Stadler 1979)
1O. Magyarres (see Kiss 2 O15)
11. Moreşti (see Horedt 1979, 186; 168, Abb. 83/4)

12. Nădlac
13. Racalmas-Ujtelep (see Bona, Horvath 2009,
269, Taf. 34/16-6)
14. Szentendre-Pannoniatelep (see Bona, Horvath
2009, 273, Taf. 38110-6)
15. Szentes (see Kiss 2015)
16. Szolnok (see Kiss 2015)
17. Szoreg (see Kiss 2015)
18. Unirea-Vereşmort (see Roska 1934, Abb. 4/E.4)
19. Viminacium (see lvaniseviC et alii 2006,
PI. 111103-4; PI. 30/151-5)
List 4. Distribution of the "double shield-shaped"
appliques in the Carpathian Basin
1. Kranj (see Martin 2000, 166 note 96; 167,
Abb. 617)
2. Mădling (see Stadler 1979, 35, Abb. 5-206; 46)
3. Nădlac
4. Rifnik (see Martin 2000, 173, Abb. 1119)
5. Wien-Mariahilfer Gurtel (see Tobias et alii 201 O,
289-291; 289, Abb. 8/1-2)

ABBREVIATIONS:
L. = lengrh
T. = thickness
T.e. = thickness of the exterior part
T.i. = thickness of the interior part
T.pin = thickness of the pin
Wu.e. = width of the upper extremity
Wi.e. = width of the inferior extremity
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PI. 2. Ground plan and funerary invenrory of grave Cx 33.
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PI. 3. Fu nerary inventory of grave Cx 33.
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PI. 4. Phorographs of grave Cx 33 in situ.
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Pl. 5. Ground plan, funerary invencory and in situ phocograph of grave Cx 49.
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PI. 6. Funerary inventory of grave Cx 49.
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